In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean’s list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester’s work.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this academic distinction.

**Freshman**
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi

**Sophomore**
Kristen Teague Dunn
Juwan A Ferris
Wesley Blake Hawn
William Caleb Hendren
Jordan Christopher Joseph
Kerrie A Kaiser
Maria Kjelldorff
Evan Scott Laudon
Garrett Keith Lewis
Jeffery Wayne Lucas
Peter J Mueller
Steven Padgett
Kevin Matthew Patterson
Lee Clark Sechrest
Jordan Robert Tallent
Michael Kidane Tecele
Thomas Lee Wellens Jr.

**Senior**
Jacoby Bly Rogers
Machenzie R Sullivan
William Anderson Todd
James Allen Tracy
Ethan Kyle Ward

David Bennight Arant
Christopher David Austin
Kevin Matthew Babecki
Nathan Chy Barker
Michael Patrick Bartosz
Christopher Tate Beasley
Nolan Ryan Berger
Sean Michael Blake
Christopher George Boykin
John Matthew Burke
Christopher Thomas Carlucci
Ashley Vance Chavis
John Maxfield Degrove
Carl Cole Drawdy IV
Jordan Lindsay Driggers
Patricia J Edmonds
Veronica Yenquinida Flamenco
Oscar Gamez
Lyndsey M Gentry
Alex Robert Hamilton
Evan Franklin Hanner
Ross Joseph Jeffley
Maria Jean Henderson
Adam Robert Henson
Lee Thomas Holland
Lucas Dean Howell
Nathaniel L Huff
Casey Tyler Icenhour

Ainhoa Iglesias Diaz
Christopher Carlos Justice
Joseph Christopher Korac
Brian Michael Lenau
Emily Elizabeth Lynn
Jason Daniel Massey
Edward Albert Matthews
Jerr Thomas McBride II
Jared B McPherson
Joshua L McPherson
Benjamin David Hogue Miller
Crystal Lee Dawn Ondesko
Nathan Thomas Pierce
Ronald Lee Roten
Patrick Allen Schneider
Adam Michael Shaw
Steven Randall Sherlin
Joshua S Smathers
Matthew Robert Smith
Zachary Lewis Stamey
Benjamin B Stewart
David L Thomas
Nathan Tyler Thomas
Ryan Wayne Tomlinson
Andrew Timothy Trull
James Michael Trybuskiewicz Jr.
Richard Harry Yang
Theodore Herbert Waltz
Jared Brian Wheatley
Nathan Blaine White
Jonathan M Williams
Joshua Ryan Williams
Tou Yang